EXPLORE
Illuminate Your Adventure
with Versatile Solar Energy

Enjoy the great outdoors or your off-grid work destination
with reliable battery charging, lighting, cooling, phone and
device charging at your fingertips.
You can have peace of mind and reliability on the road with
Sundaya’s light, portable, durable, splash-waterproof
products. All of our kits are robust, pack up neatly, and are
easy to take on trips no matter where your travel plans are
taking you...
Going glamping, camping, hiking or biking?
Eco-charge your lights, camera batteries or communications
devices from your dashboard while on the road, or hang a
rugged Sundaya panel on your backpack while biking or
hiking.
Update friends on your travels, share Instagram pics of your
escape from civilisation, and have a phone available for
emergencies, even after days off the grid.
You can also illuminate campsites easily and safely with our
super portable lighting kits.
Are you a filmmaker, photographer or writer that needs to
be able to keep working on the road?
Sundaya products are a favorite amongst photographers
and filmmakers that shoot in remote areas as with the right
voltage adaptors (sold seperately) your entire production kit
can be easily charged while in the field on location.
Keep going while on the road… a Sundaya JouleBox 500
provides you with 52,000mAh at 3.7volts, which is 138.9
Watt Hours and five times the energy storage capacity of a
standard 10,000 mAh power bank. The JouleBox 1000
provides double the specs described.

Some of the many functions that Sundaya systems
provide to our adventuresome off-grid customers:
●

Uninterrupted portable lighting solutions or
camping area lighting no matter where you
are

●

Energy efficient solar cooling (fan) solutions
for inside mosquito nets

●

Keep shooting! Charge your digital camera or
video camera batteries while on the road

●

Stay connected… continue using your devices
and laptops while off-grid

Sundaya’s Plug and Play Kits are designed to support
travelers and adventurers in various ways...
●

Portable Solar Kits provide lighting and phone
charging for individual use for (depending on
specs) under $50 per unit. See options here...

●

Solar Lighting Kits with optional daytime device
charging adaptors are practical for more
long-term campsites and general outdoor
lighting. See options here...

●

With JouleBox kits offers a complete solution
for off-grid photographers and filmmakers.
Enjoy bright, versatile lighting, audio / visual
equipment charging (external adaptors may
apply), cooling, and laptop and communications
device charging. See options here...

Eco-Boats
Power your life on the water with a stylish, efficient
JouleBox system, a complete DC energy solution for lighting,
entertainment, device and computer charging, and small
appliances. Aside from the JouleBox battery hub and
television, all Sundaya products can handle heavy rain and
sea spray.
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JouLight Kits
The JouLite is a fast-charging, water resistant
solar-powered 150 lumen flashlight, reading lamp and
device charger that provides up to 60 hours of bright
light after just 3.2 hours in full sun.
The JouLite is ideal for solar charging your light and
phone on a car dashboard, while on a motorbike, or on
top of your backpack while biking or hiking.

Key Features of the Sundaya Ulitium Lighting Kits include...
●

Three brightness settings: 15, 50, or 150 lumens maximize efficiency

●

Provides 60+ hours low light, 15 hours of medium light, full charge
low-feature phone, or a half charge large smartphone, or combination

●

2,600 mAh battery & 5-meter cable for flexibility in charging location

●

Splash-waterproof with 6-month manufacturer's warranty for batteries,

For more technical
specifications and
Sundaya Lighting Kit
Options click here...

12-month warranty for panels and lamps

JouleBox Kits
A unique solar energy kit that solves all of the DC energy
needs for tents, campsites, off-grid work stations or media
makers on the go. All JouleBox kits include a super high
quality lithium battery, solar panel, plug and play cables,
on/off switches, highly efficient LED lights, 5v USB and 12v
charging ports, and complete relatively portable installation
materials.
Kits come with high efficiency 100 to 400 Lumen lights,
some have fans and LED TVs that also function as external
monitors. PC laptop power adaptor are available so you can
keep your laptop charged directly from your JouleBox.
Learn more about the kits and see the options here...

Contact your local distributor:

For more information about these and other versatile Sundaya products:
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